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Details of Visit:

Author: mightyrose
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 6 Aug 2010 2.00pm
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Dollymopp...A Real Lover Experience
Website: http://www.dollymoppsboudoir.com
Phone: 07904172001

The Premises:

Small flat in complex just off the main road and Tube station. Clean, respectable and well
decorated. It's a good area, safe and suitably low key. A bathroom and non scented items are
available, though for a big fella it is a squeeze!

The Lady:

Dolly is is a raven haired beauty with a delicious Scottish twang. Around 5'5 tall, hour glass figure
with all the curves in the right place. She is as described and as her pictures.

The Story:

Ok let?s call her Dolly for short ? Dolly is tremendous, wonderful and about as sexy and skilled as a
lady of this profession can be. This was my first visit, an incall to her flat in south London. A short
skip from a tube station, nothing remarkable, understated but respectable, the flat is bedecked like a
courtesans boudoir, a palace of sinful delights, it helps sets the tone and to relax you. Dolly greets
me like an old friend, we chat over a drink, she relaxes me and ensures the situation is easy and
very pleasurable. She is complimentary and has an easy laid back attitude, personally i found it
immensely alluring. I wanted to feel special, wanted and even adored, Dolly delivered big style.
There was kissing, touching, caressing and slow undressing ? stunning oral, award winning oral, a
smidge of dirty talk and it all amounted to a ramrod reaction. Dolly sported some divine silk
stockings and black satin underwear ? her pearlescent skin and contrasting dark her radiate beauty
- she has a divine little pussy, and she gladly engaged in some face sitting and even had a little
mechanical friend join us for some fun. While the writhing, cuddling and fucking in numerous
positions and repeat performance was a joyous experience, resulting in a tsunami like pair of
orgasms the esoteric emotional engagement Dolly engenders is harder to put into words.
Dolly is a graceful, charming, sexy and stunningly attractive woman ? highly skilled at what she
does, you pay for a experience, an encounter that transcends ?punter? and becomes more
courtesan. Her charm and appeal lies beyond the physical (which is marvellous) she offers
companionship and revels in giving pleasure. If you are a shove and shoot fan then bypass Dolly, if
don?t appreciate that with maturity comes emotional as well as physical engagement then give her
a miss. The style of her website defines the nature and character of the lady. Opt for two hours or
more to get the best of a date with this lady ? you won?t regret it, and I for one shall be back for
more.
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Some points to note: Dolly does not look her age or indeed feel it ? she is transparent and honest in
all her correspondence. Her flat and locale is not 5* penthouse stuff, rather it is an interesting part of
town, understated and perfectly suited to the task. She does indeed have some tattoos, several
recently updated, they are body art and deserve closer inspection. I have not been compelled to
leave a review before, but Dolly deserves the accolades
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